SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA MORNING CHAPTER
of IAPMO
MEETING MINUTES FOR May 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 2015

\textbf{Call to Order/Pledge of Allegiance}
The SoCal Morning Chapter of Santa Monica was called to order by Jaime Gomez Chapter Chair and President of Professional Plumbing Co. Pledge of Allegiance was led by Jaime Gomez as well.

\textbf{Introductions}
Self- Introductions were made with 14 in attendance.

\textbf{Treasurer's Report}
Chapter Treasurer Eric Sweet reported $818.25 in the Treasury.

\textbf{Old Business}
None

\textbf{New Business/Presentation}
Speaker was Guru Singh Regional Sales Manager for New Age Casting he gave a great presentation. Discussion was on Epoxy coated Cast Iron pipe and its uses. Guru stated Cast Iron pipe is spun and not casted. He stated New Age Casting Pipe is NSF/IAPMO/ICC Accredited. He stated CISPI is only for 2 manufactures Tyler & AB&I not with New Age Casting (NAC) NAC is used widely in Asia and Europe. They have a Plant in Santa Fe Springs. He discussed ASTM A888 & ASTM A74, he stated Duiron has 14.5% silicon added for resistance in comparing materials in discussion. NAC Epoxy pipe in its testing is subjected to a Sulfuric acid test of 30 days and a Sodium Hydroxide test of 30 days with NO alteration to product allowed. Guru also discussed Micro Biological Induced Corrosion (MIC) and the affects of it on the common Cast Iron Pipe. Guru also added for even better protection of the Cast Iron Pipe, New Age Casting also offers Galvanized Cast Iron Pipe.

\textbf{Adjournment}
50/50 drawing of $22.00 was won by first-timer Niko Hurtado son of LADBS Senior Plumbing Inspector Martin Hurtado. No other door prizes were offered or won! Meeting was adjourned at 9am.

Respectfully submitted,

Shane P. Peters
IAPMO Southern Morning Chapter Secretary